
ICONOGRAPHY / LOGO
Develop a graphic element that can represent your brand and logo without text. This design
could replace a text-based logo for your Twitter profile pic or be used on other social media
where including the full name of the institute would be hard to read.  



FACEBOOK
Consider different options for a profile icon. The hexagon shape is used in your annual report.
Maybe that could be incorporated. Also, the logo on your report is typographically different
than your current icon. Biocomplexity is bold and Institute is not. Consider using a version of
that to create brand consistence. 



FACEBOOK
Choose a cover photo that is more graphically appealing and better represents the institute. 
Either using a scientific stock photo that looks like a piece of art (I found some examples of this
on your website that I really liked. 

The current image of an older population of not very diverse people sitting at a meeting in rows taking notes
doesn’t feel like it captures what your Institute is about and what it’s trying to achieve. Going for something
abstract could be a better approach. Also if you use a photograph that represents just part of what you do, make
sure to create a collage of images and rotate whic hone is featured on a monthly basis. 



INSTAGRAM
Make sure that posts which aren’t square still look ok cropped as a
square on the grid. 

Consider having a consistent branding watermark on all photos so if
they are shared your Institute will be easily identifiable as the source of
the image. 

Create templates for different types of content which enhances the
post, i.e., a profile photo could include your branding as well as the
person’s name and title. Have quotes from researchers and reports.
Share data visualized in a easy-to-digest format. Utilize both
photographs and iconography. Have branding guidelines on color, fonts,
etc. and build from there. 

Utilize stories and reels. Most people are viewing videos and stories
rather than static posts. Create a bank of content so you can always
have at least one story a day and a new reel every month.  
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INSTAGRAM
Create story highlights with simple iconography to showcase important aspects of the Institute  

SPONSORSEVENTS RESEARCH NEWSPEOPLE

?? ? ?SCHOLARS



INSTAGRAM
CREATE TEMPLATES FOR …. 

QUOTE HEADSHOT EVENT REPORT



Mapping Your Digital Ecosystem

Facebook
Instagram
Twitter
LinkedIn
YouTube

252 followers / 228 likes
475 followers
1,318 followers
537 followers
83 subscribers

Platform Strategy
Audiences
Doers.
Recipients.
Donors.

Key Messaging Pillars
Education.
Vision.
Impact. 

Platform Benchmarks

Top Performing Content by Platform



Add icon for LinkedIn to your web footer like you have in the annual report. 
Keep links to social icons in the same order across media (print, web, etc.)

Develop a database of evergreen content so you don’t need to take  a month-long
break from social media. Tailor content to each platform and use different imagery
and language so you don’t see exactly the same thing at the same time across social
media. Use scheduling tools like HootSuite to create a calendar and automate posting
on a specific schedule geared towards each platform. ` 



The bio on the Facebook page is incomplete. 
“Team science research exploring the behavior of interacting systems to
develop solutions to real-wor”

Add a bio line to Instagram and Twitter. 
Currently there is nothing but a link.

Find a way to pare down this “About Us” to one or two concise sentences 
using language that is more relatable to a general audience.
The Biocomplexity Institute (BI) integrates scientific research – from genetic sequencing to policy analysis – to tackle the
complex task of understanding massively interacting systems and predict solutions to issues impacting human health, well-
being, and habitat. We collaborate across many disciplines to discover connections between health, information networks,
security, and infrastructure. The foundation of our methodology lies in information biology – the synthesis of mathematics,
computation, informatics, and biology. We approach complex problem solving by assembling teams of experts in a variety of
fields to work together to create solutions that challenge the very fields in which the teams operate.



I love the simplicity of the design and color combination for this cover. 
(The magnifying glass icon could be an element used elsewhere on social media and other design pieces.) 
The Table of contents is easy to read and including a photo of the building is nice. 



The background image and the text being all bold makes this a little challenging to read.
Be sure to think about accessible design when creating documents and graphics.  





The hexagon shape is something I think would be good to harness and include in any branding guidelines. I alsolike
the dark blue and yellow colors on this page as well as the yellow and teal on the cover. 



The Young Scholars program is something that would be perfect to share on social in different ways. Highlight
individual scholars with fun/quirky questions as well as diving into their work, goals, and connections. 



I love this spread!



Pull quotes from the Annual Report can be shared on social. Use a similar design to create templates for each social
platform. 



White text on yellow background is harder to read and might not be ideal from an accessibility standpoint.



Love the use of photographer to break up the text heavy report.



Including the name in ALL CAPS on the photos is great. Really makes the names stand out which is important. 



Once again, I appreciate the creative use of photography to compliment the text.



I like included the charts, but at their current size they are a bit hard to read.  



Love this spread… the photo, the call out on a different color background.  Very balanced and interesting.



I love this line art graphic. I think Having dark blue text on yellow background would create more contrast and
increase readability although since the size of the text is much larger it’s not hard to read on this page. 



I like the use of line art, dark blue call out box, and text. however, I would avoid using yellow text on white
background unless it’s a darker shade of yellow.  



Great use of photography.



Love this layout! Once again, having a dark blue callout box, line art, and text makes the page pop. The main yellow
header isn’t hard to read, but the smaller subheader in yellow would be better as dark blue. 



Good use of graphics. 



The photo and artwork help balance out the spread.



I love the hexagon backgroun, but I think the placement of text (especially yellow) is making it more challenging to
read. I love using icons and I think the info for Research Projects is simple and clean. If you are going with line are
for one icon, I think it’s best to stick with that style throughout so maybe the globe image could be simplier. 





Mathematical Biocomplexity
Network Systems Science and Advanced Computing
Social and Decision Analytics
Research and Business Operations 

THE INSTITUTE
Pioneers in Biocomplexity
We've been propelling the science of biocomplexity since we established our first research laboratory at the start of this century.
For 20 years, we've explored the frontiers of the unknown to help solve complex societal problems, inform public policy, challenge
the fields in which we work and disrupt scientific truths. In 2018, we moved to our new home at the University of Virginia.

WHAT IS BIOCOMPLEXITY?
From a single cell to the world’s most populous city, life is extraordinarily complex. Biocomplexity is the study of life and its
environment as complex systems driven by the interactions between their many components. Drawing on expertise from across
the sciences, biocomplexity research offers a new way of seeing the living world that can help solve some of humanity’s toughest
problems.

OUR DIVISIONS
Our research divisions share one approach to solving the complex human problems — a methodology that blends statistics,
mathematics, computation, informatics and biology. Their work and its impact depends on support from our operations division.

https://biocomplexity.virginia.edu/institute/divisions/mathematical-biocomplexity
https://biocomplexity.virginia.edu/institute/divisions/network-systems-science-and-advanced-computing
https://biocomplexity.virginia.edu/institute/divisions/social-and-decision-analytics


Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
National Science Foundation
National Institutes of Health

THE INSTITUTE, cont’d
Team Science
We solve problems whose scale and complexity demand a merging of minds among scientists with diverse expertise. Social and
behavioral scientists, mathematicians and biologists, statisticians and computer scientists among others, we meld our skills,
knowledge and perspectives. Only together can we unpack the complex issues before us — issues that involve multiple interacting
and compounding factors.

Institute Alumni Making an Impact

OUR PARTNERS
We work with government agencies, foundations, and public-serving companies that are looking for ways to tackle complicated and
often stubborn challenges affecting society and the human condition. We are thankful for their funding and support which allows
us to make an impact on science and society. 



THE INSTITUTE, cont’d

WORK WITH US 
We are able to do the type of research we do because of the people we partner with, and the people we hire.

We’re fortunate to work with global partners and sponsors from all segments of government, global foundations, academia, and
industry to solve society’s most complex challenges. We approach these problems by assembling teams of experts in a variety of
fields to work together and create solutions that challenge the very fields in which our teams operate.



OUR APPROACH
Team Science
Our team science approach to solving problems means we work across silos because every problem in human life involves
interacting systems too complex for any one scientific discipline to tackle. Our research teams breach disciplinary boundaries,
merging the perspectives and skill sets of a broad range of scientists. While our backgrounds are divergent, underlying all of our
work is a formal, computational approach toward a common goal: solving complex problems for humanity.

Infinitesimal and Infinite
Our well-being as humans results from a complex interaction of systems. For example, sickness may manifest on the molecular
level. But our experiences, economic structures, transportation infrastructure, environmental conditions and policy all play a role.
So in our research we investigate human life on every level, observing the interactions between these systems.

It's All Connected
Like the human life we study, our Institute is a complex system of interacting parts. All of the work we do connects, and the
mathematical tools we build to help us understand the grammar of life on the molecular level may help our statisticians
understand the social condition of people in a local community.

Solving People's Problems
The purposeful problems posed to us by decision-makers drive our research programs. Our ability to suggest solutions depends on
our theoretical pursuits and our discoveries, as we respond to urgent needs in society. Often, our work may lead to the
advancement of science within our disciplines, as well as the science of biocomplexity itself.



OUR RESEARCH
Biocomplexity at UVA
As innovators and pioneers at a leading research institute our transdisciplinary teams and unconventional structure reflect the
interwoven and complex systems that we study. Our residence at the University of Virginia creates fertile ground for collaborations
that can reap the benefits of our combined strengths and demonstrate our joint commitment to serve the world.

Stoking the Research Engine
Our unique structure is designed for real-world problem-solving. We draw millions in funding for projects that allow us to advance
the science while addressing critical issues.

Purposeful Problems
As researchers we grapple with monumental and interrelated problems affecting human well-being. We use the power of our high-
performance computing infrastructure and meld our diverse scientific perspectives to collaboratively create theories, methods
and tools that help the larger community understand how complex systems interact. Each journey we take advances the science of
biocomplexity and contributes to related scientific domains.

Publications Library
We share the results of our research as broadly as possible to benefit the scientific and academic communities, and the public
good. Our papers have been featured in Nature, Science, PNAS, PLOS One, and The Royal Society, just to name a few. Explore our
numerous publications, which reflect our Institute’s research expertise and scholarly work.



ABOUT ME
I worked for 22 years at Learning Without Tears, a company that specializes in handwriting, literacy, and
keyboarding. It seems a bit kismet considering I had horrible penmanship as a child despite always loving to
write, eventually earning my MFA in Creative Writing from George Mason University.

As a RRCA certified race director and running coach, I volunteered with the Charlottesville Track Club for
over 13 years by creating logos, managing training programs, and promoting events. My proudest
achievement is the creation of the Rivanna Greenbelt Marathon in 2014. 

I was born in Findlay, OH, raised in Reading, PA, worked in DC for 12 years, and have lived in Charlottesville
since 2005.

favorite inspirational quote:
“Our doubts are traitors and make us lose 
the good we might oft win by fearing to attempt.” 
I am not a huge Shakespeare fan, I prefer James Joyce, but my husband is a 17th century scholar who shared
his colleague’s favorite Shakespeare quote with me back in 2012. It’s been a running mantra and Geeks Who
Drink Trivia team name ever since!

if I could have one magical super power:
The ability to write a one-hit-wonder (at least the lyrics!). Music is the key to my mental health. It helps me
through tough times and makes good times even better. I constantly make new playlists based on my mood,
life events, and relationships. 

What I do for fun:
I love long walks, slow runs, Pokémon GO, Geeks Who Drink Trivia, and Wordle.

A video introduction and marketing project overview: agoodgroup.com/video.html

https://www.agoodgroup.com/-pokemongo.html
https://www.agoodgroup.com/trivia.html
https://www.agoodgroup.com/wordle.html
https://www.agoodgroup.com/video.html






QUESTIONS

Why is this position open? How many people have served in this role and for how
long? Are you looking for something different when filling this role than you have in
the past?
 
What do you expect the person in this role to accomplish in the first week, first
month, first three months? What is the learning curve for this role? How long do you
think it takes someone to understand the inner workings of the Institute and to
master the major responsibilities of this role?

What do you enjoy about your job? Why did you choose to work at the Institute? 

What are the next steps in the hiring process and ideal start date? 



 

Drafting communications pieces and press releases for various uses, including but not
limited to e-newsletters, print publications, websites, and social media

Developing and editing external and internal communications to ensure accuracy, clarity,
and consistency with the organization’s mission and values

Editing photos, flyers, slideshows, and other visual assets for the website and social media

Drafting, editing, and scheduling social media posts

Assisting with event support including lecture series, symposiums, conferences, webinars,
and other workshops

Managing calendars to ensure consistent and timely dissemination of content that aligns
with communications and programmatic priorities

Serving as the communications liaison with the Institute’s research groups

Ensuring compliance with university brand guidelines and visual standards

Participating in duties and other special projects

We are looking for Communications Coordinator to join our dynamic Research Operations team,
the administrative division of BI.

This role contributes to the daily operations of the Institute, focused on supporting a broad
range of ongoing communications functions from content creation (web, print, video, etc.) and
event support, to marketing and other creative production, for both internal and external
audiences.

The role will be varied and challenging, including projects such as:

With my experience at
AcademyHealth, 
Learning Without Tears,
the Virginia Festival, and
the Charlottesville Track
Club, I have demonstrated
my ability to handle
similar projects including
event and web
management, social
media, graphic design, 
and branding. 


